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education face many
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as
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place-bound and busy
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To meet the current and future market changes, the

routine” skills, exploiting the new technologies of

enterprises and their staff have to cope with them.

smart-phones for creating open and mobile
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problem

solving,

self-management

and

didactical environments. INTOUCH will bring
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providing SMEs employees with key skills they
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economy.
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crucial

transversal

the required skills portfolio linked to

for
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"non-routine" tasks. This reflects the

competences
tasks.

-

Is open to feedback from others
without prejudice

-

Respects

the

dynamic interactive games
attitudes

and

opinion of others
-

transversal key competencies, such

Skill 2: Planning

62 employers and managers of

as problem-solving and analytical

Ability to define priorities, anticipate

European business service SMEs

skills,

and

trends, and recognize key stages that

were interviewed

communication skills, linguistic skills,

one should pass and methods that

more generally "non-routine skills".

should be applied.

Bulgaria, France, Great Britain,

Skill 1: Communication

-

Italy, Lithuania, Sweden.

Ability

partner countries:

in 7 project
Austria,

to

reflections

express
clearly,

ideas
make

and

for mobile phones. 30 games
for mobile phones will teach

growing demand from employers for

self-management

of working scenarios and of

Provides feedback to others

to adult workers how to
promptly answer to non
routine situations at work.

E-HOW FOR

Anticipates progress of actions
and resources required

contact

-

Defines priorities

Research results on non routine

easily and quickly with others and

-

Distributes

tasks skills have discovered the 10

maintain relationships, to provide

most important skills.

feedback, be tolerant to different

Skill 3: Conflict Management

customs and cultures.

Fairness and objectiveness in conflict

and

COOPERATIVE LEARNING
An online community and a
wiki for sharing ideas on how

redistributes

tasks and resources

Some basic definitions

to use skills for personal and
organisational benefits
among SMEs employees.

SCENARIOS AND
GUIDELINES

Non routine skills

m-Learning

Scenarios and guidelines on
how mobile technologies can

Non routine skills primarily involve the ability to

Mobile learning decreases limitation of learning

manage semi-structured or unstructured

location with the mobility of general portable

problems, based on plausible but general

devices. Learning with portable technologies

information inputs, variable detail, extended

including but not limited to handheld computers,

and unfixed time horizons, internal and external

MP3 players, notebooks and mobile phones. M-

data and diffuse or general scope. These skills

learning focuses on the mobility of the learner,

include problem solving and emergency

interacting with portable technologies, and

response.

learning that reflects a focus on how society
and its institutions can accommodate and
support an increasingly mobile population.

be used for teaching, learning
and empowering within
SMEs, making VET
professionals and SMEs
consultants able to effectively
empower transversal key
competencies via the
intensive use of m-Learning,
to create open mobile
didactical environments,

A situational case
of non-routine skills
need

What business
service SMEs
consultants really
need to know.

A client from England asks for an
intervention. He says that it’s an
emergency and that he wants the
technicians start working as soon

We asked 62 managers the
things they would do in nonroutine situations at work

as possible, in a site situated in
France.

In front of that emergency, the
manager gives a phone call to
the person in charge of validating
the estimate and price for their
intervention. This person was
English, and couldn’t speak
French. The manager, who

situations, ability to act as a
mediator in conflict situations and

-

-

thought that the person agreed
and started the work on that site.
Unfortunately, the manager and

-

Possesses a clear vision for
the future

-

Makes good decisions in

Clearly

defines

objectives

complex situations

-

Considers the company in

Skill 6: Team work

people

Readiness

Is fair and objective in conflict

members and nurture team spirit;

Skill 9: Initiative

situations

ability to manage processes and

Self-confidence in identifying new

Skill 4: Openess to change

people in teams, to coordinate

opportunities,

Ability to take challenges, initiate

general and individual goals and

implementing new activities.

and implement changes, be able

integrate differing opinions.

-

to adapt your behaviour to the

-

-

to

Fosters

relation
assist

commitment

team

to

its

and

seeking

take responsibility for change.

Encourages and facilitates

opportunities to

and the client didn’t want to pay.

-

cooperation in team working

goals

change, and the possibility of

started.
Because of that problem of
communication, the manager lost

-

this client, and he had to stop his
intervention without being paid
for it.

focuses on the importance of
communication and never
accepts to start working without a
written order, even in case of
emergency.

-

Works with others to achieve

-

Actively seeks and identifies

Actively

implementing the change

goals

Initiates and implements

Skill 7: Flexibility

change

Using

Adapts to the changing

conformist) style when interacting

practice,

environment both by

with other people.

knowledge

behaviour and thinking

-

Skill 5: Decision Making
Ability to take responsibility for

Since this incident, he often

-

-

decisions taken, their timeframe,
consequences and risks, also to
take and defend complex

a

Takes

seeks

achieve

out

new

information/ precedents

flexible

into

Skill 10: Learning, improvement.
(but

account

not

the

Ability

to

apply

knowledge

improve

in

professional

and

personal

behaviours, to strive to learn more

attitudes and views of others

and to learn from own experience.

Can understand and adopt

-

the position of others
-

and

and work challenges

didn’t understand the same price

Problem: the work was always

out

Actively seeks new activities

team spirit

Realizes the need for

external

environment

changing environment by, and

the person he had on phone

key

Resolves conflicts between

to have to wait for the post mail
delivery, if did on a paper. He

Acts as a mediator in conflict

-

Evaluates strategic impact of
decisions taken

situation

agreement on the price of that
intervention, by phone, to avoid

-

resolve conflict.

speaks a poor English, decided
to give her a phone call to find an

and cost of decisions taken

Adapts to changing demands

Skill 8: Strategic thinking

relevant data.

Ability to produce a clear and

-

Evaluates the consequences

consistent picture of the long-term

and risks, expected benefit

future.

improves

personal behaviours
-

and conditions

decisions and gather and assess

Continually

Continually

improves

professional knowledge and
skills
-

Strives to learn more

than

required by each situation .
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